
AD ART SHOW Exhibition Options

Level 1: Group show
Our curator selects one of the four images submitted in the application.
This becomes the artist’s signature image. This image is shown for three
weeks in a group context with all the artists in the show.
Examples from AD ART SHOW 2021 Group Show:



Level 2: Group show plus one feature
Artist is in the group show with their signature image, PLUS this image is
featured in a larger format. The feature is for one week. Our curator
decides which week based on the creative flow of the show. Artist will be
notified ahead of time of the schedule.
Examples of a level 2 feature from AD ART SHOW 2021:



Level 3: Group show plus two features
Artist is in the group show with their signature image, one feature with the
signature image shown in a larger size and one new image featured in a
larger size.
Examples of a level 3 feature from AD ART SHOW 2021:



Level 4: Group show plus three features
Artist is in the group show with their signature image, one feature with the
signature image shown in a larger size and two new images featured in a
larger size.
Example of a level 4 feature from AD ART SHOW 2021:



Additional Information:
Our curator tries to group feature images together in the same week and
close to each other so the artist gets more exposure at once. Imagine
taking a photo in front of one image vs 3 large ones. These photos are
examples. The final decision of where and when your art is shown will be
solely at the discretion of our curator, our creative flow and availability.
Features are limited so please reserve your spot as soon as possible if
interested. There is a fee associated with each level. Please see the latest
application and our website (www.mvvoart.com) for current pricing and
more information.

The show is on 20 seconds, every 8 minutes, 24/7 on 22 digital screens at
the Oculus at Westfield World Trade Center for one month, with the group
show and features alternating.

http://www.mvvoart.com


Artists submit four images for the selection. However, once selected they
can submit an additional eight images. All twelve images are shown in our
gallery on Artsy. The addition of extra images on Artsy is a gradual process
so we can leverage their algorithm and be seen by more collectors. There
is a fee associated with Artsy participation. Please see the latest
application and our website (www.mvvoart.com) for current pricing and
more information.

http://www.mvvoart.com

